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The Competition
• Read and think about the poems. 

• Choose one of the poems and write a creative response to it in the form of a poem (maximum 
30 lines), along with a refl ective commentary (maximum 300 words).

• Complete your details and submit your entry at 
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/CreativeCritics22

Who can enter the competition?
• emagazine competitions are open to all 16-19 year olds currently in full-time education. This 

means that students who fi nished their A Level courses (or equivalent examinations such as IB, 
BTEC and Pre-U) in Summer 2022 are eligible to enter.

Timeframe
• Close of competition: 5pm Wednesday 1st October (We will not be able to accept entries 

received after 5pm, so don’t leave it to the last minute!)

• Winners contacted: week beginning 14th November

• Results announced online: 28th November

• The Forward Prizes for Poetry Announcement: 28th November

Prizes
• Winner: £200 

• Two runners-up: £50

• The winning entry will be published in the 
February 2023 issue of emagazine

Judges
• emagazine editors and poet Hannah Lowe

CREATIVE CRITICS 2022
Closing date: 1st October 2022

Forward/emagazine

Please note: Th e Forward Books of Poetry are named to the year aft er the awards. So, poems shortlisted 
for the 2022 Forward Poetry Competitions will be published in the anthology dated 2023.
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Kaveh Akbar

Reza’s Restaurant, Chicago, 1997

 the waiters milled about filling sumac 
             shakers clearing away
 plates of onion and radish
 my father pointed to each person whispered
Persian about the old man with the silver
                         beard whispered Arab about the woman with 
      the eye mole Persian the teenager pouring
water White the man on the phone
                 I was eight
            still soft as a thumb and amazed
I asked how he could possibly tell when
           they were all brown- 
            skin-dark-haired like us almost everyone
                         in the restaurant looked like us
                                                he smiled a proud 
                         little smile a warm nest
            of lip said it’s easy said we’re just uglier

                                   he returned to his lamb but I was baffled hardly 
           touched my gheimeh I had big glasses and bad
                         teeth I felt plenty Persian
                        when the woman 
                             with light eyes and blonde-brown
           hair left our check my father looked at me
                         I said Arab? he shook his head laughed
                             we drove home I grew up it took years to
                         put together what my father
           meant that day my father who listened 
                         exclusively to the Rolling Stones
           who called the Beatles
                                   a band for girls
                         my father who wore only black even 
                             around the house whose umbrella
                         made it rain whose arms could
                                                cut chicken wire and make stew and 
                         bulged with old farm scars my father my
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           father my father built
                         the world the first sound I ever heard
                                                was his voice whispering the azan
                                                            in my right ear I didn’t need anything 
                                                            else my father cherished
                                                that we were ugly and so being ugly
                                                                         was blessed I smiled with all my teeth

From Pilgrim Bell, published by Chatto & Windus
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Anthony Joseph

Precipice

They sent me that dusk to find my father in the gambling
rooms near the precipice in the quarry. There below
was eternity in rockstone death, and perched on the edge
was the wooden veranda where rough men threw cards,
where dice were rolled and the earth was slippery with piss.
I looked for my father among their faces.
But it was so long since I had seen him
that the looking was tough and wore me down.
So I walked out on First Avenue with red dirt on my feet.
And suddenly there was such brightness in the sky
which was not the sun but the sky-lid opening
to burst with celestial light, and I looked right into it
and knew then what death would feel like – falling –
to sharp and deadly stone waiting beneath.

From Sonnets for Albert, published by Bloomsbury Poetry
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Shane McCrae

Eurydice on the Art of Poetry

The story you have      heard is false      it’s true
He sang for me      and true he lulled the god
Who didn’t care to fight him      easily
The god is like us all      the blood of the dead

Is made wine by their sorrow some      don’t argue
And others never stop      I followed him
Yes but he wasn’t      told he couldn’t look
He didn’t look because he felt ashamed

I know now he already had the poem
Finished or nearly      so before he left
For the underworld      he didn’t come for me
He came to check the details      he had thought

He’d fail to win me back      and in the end
Yes      at the mouth of the cave he just ran off
I think he didn’t know what else to do
I didn’t follow him      it was a relief

To be allowed to keep my death      I heard
The poem first in the spring      sung by a new-
ly murdered boy who didn’t know my name
When he was told my name      why should he have

I wasn’t in the poem      the poem was true

From Cain Named the Animal, published by Little Brown
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Kim Moore

It didn’t really help 

It didn’t really help, the story of Othello and Desdemona
and Iago and poison in the ear and though our teacher

taught us about poor Desdemona, bad Iago, Othello escaped
almost blame free, possessed by jealousy, driven into a state

so when my ex became my stalker all the boys in class ignored me
and every lesson he looked through me until the evenings when he

was drunk and in a nightclub and then he’d ring and start to cry
and try to find out where I was or where I’d been, asking why

I wouldn’t listen, why I’d stopped picking up the phone.
Sometimes I answered it with silence, imagined him alone

listening to my nothing. That year of A-Levels, I got myself a stalker
and the police said aren’t you flattered? In the station there was laughter

at the forty phone calls every day for weeks. He said that I’d agreed to
be with him forever, and then I’d changed my mind, what could he do

but become my stalker and wait till darkness fell and slash my father’s tyres
or call fire engines to my house though there was nothing catching fire.

When my ex became my stalker, he convinced my mum to let him in
then locked himself inside the bathroom. It felt like I’d let him win

even though it finished with him in a police cell because of texts
he’d sent with threats and words like kill and guess what happens next

and so the police kept him overnight to think about his actions
and rang his mother who had no idea how any of this happened.

From All the Men I Never Married, published by Seren Books
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Helen Mort

First

because your anger was a winter branch
and your cottage all beams out of true

because you lost it when I laughed under my breath
the time your staffie accidentally nutted you
lunging at a stick too big for her

because of the virginity you took
and never knew, the meals you cooked
with aubergine and parmesan that made me feel
I could be your age. Because you let me

undo my own buttons. Because the opportunities
were few. Because you said you wouldn’t
make me choose between us
and university, then I chose

and you chose too. Because you told me
while we watched a film where
somebody was snorkelling
and didn’t turn your face away
so your words were bubbles, lit blue,

because of your double bed, your body
the music I still travel through

because you were a stonechat
your voice was rock on rock
and you took me to a quarry for the view

because I sobbed with my face on the steering wheel
in moonstruck lay-bys and my grandma said
the moon was only passing through

this ink-shape levering from the hinge
of my spine, my first tattoo, was meant
to be a closing door

me turning my back
on you. 

From The Illustrated Woman, published by Chatto & Windus
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Mohammed El-Kurd

Bulldozers Undoing God
      for Mahfoutha Ishtayyeh

A chain is corseting
the tree’s waist and hers, 
flesh in flesh,
              olive skin on olive skin, 
fingers      branches      intersections
              rootedness jars their storms,
                                                 wraps them
in her unbreakable word
                                       we will not leave.
                                                            Leave!

She clings onto the tree trunk
                            the feeling afore the drown.

Land stone and dirt, pillowed 
             buried ones and ones lying 
             contaminated reality
             numbed faith, indulged upon 
             embroidered destinies 
             constant Nakbas
             tragedy pillowed and bedroomed 
made normal: mornings of mourning 
on a breakfast table,
                                olives 
                                za’atar
                                tomatoes and cucumber 
                                tragedy
                                tear gas and tea

In Jerusalem, every footstep is a grave.
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This was only love:
her skeleton is that of the tree’s,
roots stitched into land into identity. 
Separation is like
                                  unmaking love
                        ungluing names to places 
                                  undoing God.

A pulling pressure, soldiered: 
occupiers occupy her limbs, 
untangling a grandmother.

A soldier as old as a leaf born yesterday
 pulls a trigger on a woman older than his heritage.

Two martyrs fall.

One 
martyr

falls.

Here, every footstep is a grave, 
every grandmother is a Jerusalem.

From Rifqa, published by Haymarket Books
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Holly Hopkins

The City Cut from a Mountain

We waited for the windiest day to burn the forest,
flame handed from branch to waving branch.
High-pressure hoses cleared the soil,
the loose shale, until it was naked as an egg.

Then lasers, drills, giant crunching worms,
sand-blasters, down and in:
it made a ringed city, with a spiral road
that opened gently as a paper flower in water.

The houses were for us, winners of a lottery.
We left the broken glass of the old city,
that bowl of smog between chalk hills,
to live inside high granite walls.

In summer the rock was cool.
In winter, water from hot springs
was forced through drilled capillaries
until our houses shone with warmth.

That first New Year’s we built bonfires
on our rooves, cooked sausages on sticks,
wore our city uniforms of white wool.
Everything was fixed. Everyone fitted.

If you had two kids you had two bedrooms.
Later, if you had two bedrooms you had two kids.
In some studio flats, they found children
carved from the rock, polished red stone.

From The English Summer, published by Penned in the Margins
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Padraig Regan

A Snail

Imagine the effort it would take to go on living inside a skin
         so barely-there, so thin
you are required to coat yourself in mucus to stop your wet
         interior from leaking out.

It’s this that comes to mind when I go into the kitchen & see
         this chalky leaving on the tiles.
It is the graphy in choreo — some creature’s slow & frilled
         propulsion across the floor

preserved as kinks & loops, as gradations in the thickness of
         the line. Oh,
I’m almost reluctant to scoop the bastard up in the bowl of a
         spoon & whip it over the fence.

Speranza believed there might be something worth reading
         in the patterns left behind by snails.
She advised to place one on a plate of flour & leave it
         overnight. When you return,

you should find there etched a letter, the initial of the man
         you’ll marry.
I’ve waited long enough. I scrub it off & watch the water, a
         slick of light on the tiles, evaporate. 

From Some Integrity, published by Carcanet Press
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Warsan Shire

Assimilation 

We never unpacked,
dreaming in the wrong language,
carrying our mother’s fears in our feet—
     if he raises his voice we will flee
     if he looks bored we will pack our bags
unable to excise the refugee from our hearts,
unable to sleep through the night.

The refugee’s heart has six chambers.
In the first is your mother’s unpacked suitcase.
In the second, your father cries into his hands.
The third room is an immigration office,
your severed legs in the fourth,
in the fifth a uterus—yours?
The sixth opens with the right papers.

I can’t get the refugee out of my body,
I bolt my body whenever I get the chance.
How many pills does it take to fall asleep?
How many to meet the dead?

The refugee’s heart often grows
an outer layer. An assimilation.
It cocoons the organ. Those unable to grow the extra skin
die within the first six months in a host country.

At each and every checkpoint the refugee is asked
                   are you human?

The refugee is sure it’s still human but worries that overnight,
while it slept, there may have been a change in classification. 

From Bless the Daughter Raised by a Voice in Her Head, published by Chatto & Windus
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Stephanie Sy-Quia

– So your mum is Filipino?

– A. Filipina if you’re a woman. Like Latina. Same empire.

– So your mum is Filipina?

– No, my dad.

– Oh.

– Where are you from?

                   My reply, only as of late: 

– I’m British but was born in the States and grew up in France. And I’m half Filipina. 

– Oh OK wow. So your mum is half Filipina?

– Where are you from?

– pffffffffffffffffffffffff.

– Where are you from?

– My mother is British but grew up in West Germany and my father is Filipino but grew up in Spain 
and they met here but had me in California and then moved to France and now I am here. 

– Oh OK wow.

– Where are you from?

– My grandmother on my dad’s side is Filipina but was exiled to Spain for getting pregnant and my 
grandfather on my mum’s side was a Catholic priest and there is a gap in the story the story resumes 
when he has been defrocked and they are married and they fled the scandal to Libya to be teachers 
and my mother was born there and from there they went to West Germany and my parents met here 
but left when their friends turned back into their English upper middle class parents so went to  
California and there they had me but then they moved to France where we lived for 11 years and 
now I am here. 

– Oh OK wow

Oh 
OK
wow

No room in their view for people like me.

From Amnion, published by Granta Poetry


